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« The Cojep Diplomatic Newsletter »
We came together with Cojep World Network as people of different languages
and races from different parts of the world, centered on compassion and justice.
Each of us strives to be the voice of the other. Yes, we are all victims of wars,
invasions, migrations. And we all have dreams, hopes and projects ..
However, we have difficulties in making our voices heard, finding partners in our
projects and mobilizing people. We are the Cojep World Network to overcome all
these difficulties. We must create new instruments by bringing our minds,
knowledge and energy together.
The monthly Cojep diplomatic newsletter started to be published for this purpose. In
the next issue, we will publish news from Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Central Asia,
the Balkans and America, reports and articles prepared in different specialties. It is
up to all of us to make your newsletter a respectable and prestigious one.
Our Cojep regional coordinators (please see our presentative diagram) will
assume the maximum dissemination and distribution of the newsletter in their
country and region countries.
Such reports will be published in the Cojep diplomatic newsletter, so that international organizations decision makers should refer to our newsletter as a reference.
Good luck to our regions and Cojep family already.

Ali GEDIKOĞLU
Chairman Cojep international
02-12-2020 - Strasbourg, FRANCE
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.....EDITOR

It is with big pleasure that I write for the second edition of the COJEP Diplomatic. The
COJEP diplomatic is the result of a way of rethinking the COJEP and our activism, facing the
dematerialization of all meetings, and the desire to keep in touch with our friends all around
the world. You will find in our pages the path of all those who share our values and the contact
details of each of our coordinators on each continent to create together, this place of
exchange.
On November 4th, I was a witness of an unexpected situation in France, where I live by
the way, in Albertville. By a phone call, I have learned that my cousin’s 10-year-old son has
been taken to the police station after a raid of his home at 7 a.m., by a dozen armed police,
some even hooded. The shock: 4 children of CM2, all aged 10, from the same class, three boys
and a little girl are accused of terrorism. Three of them are from the Turkish community and
one from the North African community. The reason: the children would have made quite
alarming remarks during a tribute to Samuel Paty where it was about his beheading. At the
same time, the principal of the class, who is also the teacher of these students, received a
threat in the school mailbox indicating "T mort". Which means “you are dead” in French. The
children were released at the end of the afternoon, after spending a very long day without
seeing their parents.
“La Savoie” newspaper did a mediocre job, with a catchy headline, featuring
with specific turns of phrase, that children are the main culprits of the situation.

IN

I imagine the professor's fear.It was fear that prompted him to report comments from 10year-olds children.
Fear makes us lose our common sense; common sense that would have wanted us
to avoid talking to 10-year-old children about beheading, before all. Because with
common sense we know that no child likes school at this age, we all prayed that the

CHIEF.....

teacher was a setback, either absent or disappeared, in the innocence of our childhood. So
it was fear that made the reason for children's talk. Then it is the gear, the forced awakening, accompanied to the police station by the police, interrogation with questions on his
religious beliefs and practices… What terrified children whose only fault was their childish
behavior. In the hierarchy of events, no one had the delicacy and the good sense to think
about a more educational method that would have developed dialogue between the parties, neither the school, nor the academy, nor the justice system, and even less the police.
It's sad to reduce school to that, to fear, to a potentially dangerous place for children, to reduce the police to that, to potential danger to children. I grew up in a small multicolored city, among a generation of children from all horizons. It is the school of the
republic that made us the French citizens that we are today. I refuse to let myself go to fear
and to think of France differently. Our France is beautiful for its diversity, it is even more
beautiful for this youth building a land of welcome and sharing in which I truly believe. So,
dear French citizens, let us remain calm and above all do not let
ourselves be divided by fear.

See you soon by our side,
KELES Dudu / Editor in Chief
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THE RISE OF POPULISM IN EUROPE
We took the initiative to organize this
conference in order to increase
the awareness of civil society on
the problem of racism and the growing
Islamophobia in France.
‘ONLINE

‘ONLINE

PANEL

PANEL

’

’
On October 2, 2020,
President
Macron
announced the details of
the "SEPARATISM" bill..
The bill, which has been
sent to the Speakers of the
National Assembly and the
Senate, is due to be considered shortly by the Council
of Ministers on 9 December
2020.
The President of the
Republic had initially considered changing the representative body of Islam in
France through the French

Council of the Muslim Cult
(CFCM) created by Sarkozy,
ineffective in combating the
progress of a so-called radical Islam.
The terrorist attacks in
France have finally melted
into an approach to combating radicalization and
believe to respond to the
rise of "communitarianism"
renamed "separatism" by a
policy of extreme right populism. We are witnessing
historical changes in politics
with a regression of free-

doms, we are also witnessing brutally the emergence
of a new political movement
"racist populism" against
muslim citizens in France.
Ms. Ifakat Yuna, President
of ORI-V has asked the
following questions: Why
did this word reappear in
the media and on the
political scene?
Since the 1980s, has a
new Right Conservative
Party with a hint of neoliberals defending a renewal
of nationalism re-emerged
07

on the political scene?
What is the meaning
behind the term "populism"? If we tend to say
that this is a "trick" rather
an Extreme Right Party,
but can transit to the left of
the left, turning around
popular discontent and
distrust of the rule of law.
Between a demagogue
and authoritarian nationalist, xenophobic and racist,
populism
becomes
a
widely used word, commented and analyzed in all
its forms by researchers. A
catchall term to define:
progressive social movements and far-right political movements. A term
that transits between the
extreme right and the left
depends on current trends.
A
dangerous
alchemy
between democracy and
authoritarianism
which
threatens
representative
democracy
throughout
Europe.
Our speakers debated all of
its issues...
- Dr. Mohamed Badine El
Yattioui, Professor of International Relations and
Political Science, University
of Puebla, Mexico
- Mr Yannis Mahil,
Islamologist, lecturer and
teacher
- Mr Celil Yilmaz,
General
Secretary
of
COJEP (Council for Justice
Equality and Peace)
Prof. Mohamed Badine
has mainly addressed the

issue of the rule of law,
which is being questioned
in many European countries, including France. The
risk of switching to an illiberal democracy is great.
Illiberal in the sense of "tyranny of the majority"
which refuses to recognize
minorities and guarantee
them certain freedoms. He
also explained that since
the French Revolution we
have two visions of society.
One is liberal and the other
one is authoritarian. This
confrontation still exists
and has never stopped for
two centuries. The problem
today for Muslims in
France is to see themselves
as a monolithic block when
they are crossed by tendencies that often oppose
each other and undermine
unity in these times of
crisis.
Professor Yannis Mahil
began his speech with a
definition of the populism,
recalling that some used it
positively to designate
speeches denouncing the
elites to defend the people,
but that in its negative use
it referred to the idea of
intellectual and/or political
demagoguery. After recalling that populism, in its
negative sense, could be
both right and left, seeking
to flatter the people as well
as the elites as the case
may
be,
Islamologue
evoked the central place
that Islam has occupied in

populist/demagogic
discourse for a number of
years in Europe. Islamophobia ranging from the
extreme left to the extreme
right and which for different reasons has brought
together usually opposed
actors around an antiIslam obsession-associated
with an instrumentalization of secularism. Focusing on the French case,
Prof Yannis Mahil also
mentioned the problem of
the new Islamophobic
populism in other European countries such as
Switzerland, Netherlands
or England. Recalling in
particular
that
while
Islamophobia also existed
in countries such as the
United Kingdom or the
United States, it had not
led to a questioning of
political liberalism as seen
in France. The speaker concludes his speech by
addressing the issue of
political and media manipulations
aimed
at
domesticating Islam in
France and promoting a
pseudoMuslim elite that is
completely illegitimate.
Mr. Celil Yilmaz underlined
France's inability to produce
a constructive policy to
bring about solutions to the
problems of the health
crisis, unemployment, housing, the environment and
economic
development,
prompting political leaders
to create "enemies" to exist
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and retain power. The
extreme right and especially
the FN has managed to
make its way by being a
forerunner in the stigmatization of minorities and
especially citizens of Muslim
faiths.. During the last European elections, the FN gets
the most seats in the European Parliament...
With the voluntary
ghettoization of minorities for more than 50
years, the policy of integration in France was a
failure for both the right
and the left. The new generation of immigrants
who are perfectly fluent in
the language of Molière
and who have succeeded
in studying, in the world
of work, sport, general
culture, are becoming

more and more demanding of society and want to
evolve in the social rank
and this disturbs those
who do not want to share
their share of the "cake".
Today, populism in France
is no longer the FN's trade
fund but unfortunately
also traditional parties.
Traditional parties have
taken to the game and are
outbid
with
populist
rhetoric. I think the red
line has been reached and
that this is a danger to a
democracy, to good living
together in our country. In
difficult times like these
we need to work even
more for social cohesion...
To point the finger at the
more than 7 million Muslims and create the amalgam with a media outcry

following the barbaric
acts committed by terrorists, who can in no way
"be" of Islam is to put oil
on the fire.
I call on political leaders
and the government to be
aware of the seriousness
of the situation and to
have a policy of appeasement. The French of
Muslim
denominations
must also break the
silence and raise their
voices democratically in
respect of the laws of our
republic,
against
this
stigma, this Islamophobia,
this policy of intimidation
to assert our rights and
especially our LIBERTIES.
Ifakat YUNA
UNESCO Coordinator
Date: October 2, 2020
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WEBINAR 2
THE ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY IN REGIONAL
CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN CENTRAL ASIA
The second webinar on the role of civil society in regional
conflict resolution in Central Asia took place on November 20
under the moderation of Ms. Nushaba Mammadova.
NUSHABA MAMMADOVA, COJEP International, Central Asia
Coordinator, Ph.D in Historical sciences :
AREMENIA-AZERBAIJAN:
Why did Nagorno-Karabakh spark a conflict?
HISTORICAL TRUTHS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
(brief historical overview)
At all periods of history
for its strategic importance Azerbaijan, which
located at the crossroads
of Asia and Europe, has
been in the focus of attention of the world countries. In these areas, Azerbaijani people has an
ancient history of statehood. In the an ancient
times successors of the
mighty Azerbaijani states
such as Manna, Atropatena, Albania laid the foundations of international
relations and diplomatic
correspondence
with
European countries.
This is one of the first
successful pages in the
diplomatic history of Azerbaijan. Starting from the
17th century, these international relations of Azerbaijan were developed by
Azerbaijani Khanates Baku
Khanate,
Ganja
Khanate, Iravan Khanate,
Nakhchivan
Khanate,
Karabakh Khanate, Guba
Khanate, Shamakhi Khan-

ate, Sheki Khanate and
more. continued by other
khanates.
The cultural heritage,
material and cultural samples created during the
time are still preserved.
Sheki Khan’s Palace, built
by order of the Sheki khan
Muhammad Hassan Khan
in 1790, the Blue Mosque
and
other
historical
monuments
built
in
Iravan by order of the
Iravan Khan Hussein Ali
Khan in 1766 (currently in
the territory of the Republic of Armenia)are among
them. But over time, most
of these historical monuments were exposed to
wars, occupations and terrorism
and
were
destroyed.
The Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict, which currently
kills thousands of innocent people, dates back to
the early 19th century,
when
Armenians
displaced
to
Azerbaijan
claimed Azerbaijani lands.

After Azerbaijan signed
the Kurakchay Treaty with
the Karabakh Khanate
and the Russian Empire in
1805, the Russian Empire
began to pursue a policy
of territorial control. As
part of this policy, the
resettlement of Armenians from different countries to Karabakh and
Yerevan
artificially changed the
demographic indicators
of the region. The ethnic
composition of this area
completely
changed
between
the
wars
between Russia and Iran
(1806-1813, 1826-1828) and
the Russian and Ottoman
(1828-1829) wars. In 18281830 alone, more than
40,000 Armenians from
Iran and 84,600 Armenians from other areas were
relocated to the Irevan
and Nakhchivan regions
of Azerbaijan.

>>>
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The results of official cameral description by a French-born Russian researcher
I.O.Chopin (1829-1832) (on western region of Azerbaijan):
Overall
population
size
164450
people

Overall
number of
families

31201
families

Azerbaijani population
81749 people
49.71%
16078
families

Overall
population
size
9700 people
Armenians moved from Iran
Families
6949
(22.27%),
Overall
population
size
11463 people

People
35560
(21.62%)

51.53%

Armenian population
25151
15.29 %
4428
families

14.19%

75.6%
Azerbaijanis

24.4%
Armenians

Armenians moved from other
countries

Total (total size of the
people moved from Iran
and from other countries
Families
People
10631
57226
(34.07%
(34.79%)
of all the
families)
36%
Armenians

Families
3682
(11.80%),

People
21666 (13.17%)

64%
Azerbaijanis
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100 years later,

emerged the logical consequence of the political processes. The Transcaucasian
Seim, established after the
collapse of the Russian
Empire in 1917, approved
the separation of the South
Caucasus from Russia.
After the disintegration of
the Transcaucasian Seim,
three national republics
were established in the
South Caucasus. When the
necessity of identifying the
borders of the national
states arose in the South
Caucasus, representatives
of the Armenian people
found themselves in most
difficult position among
the other national republics. Armenian representatives appealed to the Azerbaijani government to help
in the solution of this problem. At that time, the result
of the events was directed
by the political situation in
the world. US President
Woodrow Wilson, who
called the Paris Peace Conference and forces that
supported him, put the
issue in front of the three
Caucasian republics so:
create your state and capital, delimit your borders,
and let us think about your
independence.
On May 29, 1918, at a
meeting of 28 of the 44
members of the National
Council, who gathered at
the
Tbilisi
GovernorGeneral's Palace and

declared the need to make
concessions to part of the
West, it was decided to
define the borders of Azerbaijan and Armenia. An
agreement was signed on
the transfer of Azerbaijani
lands, including Yerevan, to
Armenia for 100 years.
At the morning meeting
of the National Council on
May 28, 1918, the representative of the "Armenian
People's Party" M. Papajanov said about the solution of the "Armenian
issue": "It allowed us to
create our own national
territory. This is for the
development of our future
nation will lay the groundwork "(Kirakosyan J. Mladoturki awaits the court of
history. Yerevan. Ayastan,
1986, 256 pages).
At that time, the Ottoman military commander
Vehip Pasha stated that
they were obliged to cede
areas to Armenians under
compulsion. He acknowledged that the “Armenian
issue” was an international
problem and declared that
their independence would
be recognized by Turkey.
This agreement, signed in
Batumi, was the first international document recognizing Armenia’s independence and Turkey was
the first state to recognize
Armenia’s independence.
Under the signed agreement, Armenia’s territory
was about 9.000 sq/kms,

population size was 326
thousand people. In the
territory of Armenia covering the Basarkecher (Nor
Beyazid) province, 3/5 of
the Iravan province, part of
Echmiadzin and part of
Iskenderun the population
comprised 230.000 Armenians, 80.000 Muslims,
5.000 Yezidi Kurds and
11.000 other nationalities.
The Republic of Armenia
united 1/9 of all Armenians
living in the Caucasus. This
decision was ratified by the
Treaty of Peace and Friendship between the Ottoman
Empire, Azerbaijan and the
Republic of Armenia on
June 4, 1918 in Batumi. The
following Articles are specifically mentioned in this
Treaty:
Article 4. If the Government of the Republic of
Azerbaijan
needs,
the
Ottoman state undertakes
to provide necessary military assistance to Azerbaijan in order to maintain
and strengthen the rule
and internal order in the
country.
Article 5. The Republic of
Armenia shall not permit
the formation of any illegal
armed groups within its
territory and shall prevent
the illegal transfer of
weapons from these territories to the territories of
neighboring states;
Article 6. The religion and
traditions of the Muslim
population living in the
12

territory of the Republic of
Armenia
shall
be
respected. Muslims shall
have the same rights as
other nationalities, speak
and get education in their
own language.
Article 11.After signing
this Treaty the Government of the Republic of
Armenia shall leave the
city of Baku and remove all
the armed forces there.
The
Armenian
armed
forces undertake commitment to make no turmoil
in Baku when they leave
the city.
However, the terms of the
Treaty were quickly violated by Armenia and
Armenia did not fulfill its
commitments. After the
declaration of the Republic
of Armenia, the genocide
against
Azerbaijanis
became a state policy.
According to American
scholars Castin and Caroline McCarthy, at the end of
the conflict in 1918-1920
more than 2/3 of the
80,000 Muslim
populations was either
killed or left the Iravan
province. After the establishment of Soviet regime
the main political line of
Armenia was the propagation of territorial claims
against Azerbaijan. Under
March 1921, Moscow and
October Kars treaties a
large part of Zangezur's
territory was amalgamated
to Armenia. The claims for

Nagorno-Karabakh
were
resulted in 1923 by the
establishment
of
the
Nagorno-Karabakh
Autonomous
Oblast
(NKAO) within the Azerbaijan SSR. In 1929-1930 some
territories of Nakhchivan
were seized. In 1938, a protocol was signed on the
transfer of some territories
of Gazakh and Gedabey to
Armenia.
In 1991, after the restoration of state independence,
Azerbaijan has faced the
militaryaggression
of
Armenia, ethnic cleansing
policy against Azerbaijanis
and the ArmenianAzerbaijani
Nagorno-Karabakh
problem. As a result of the
expansion
of
military
aggression
against
Nagorno-Karabakh
and
seven surroundings districts of Azerbaijan Lachin, Kalbajar, Agdam,
Jabrayil, Fuzuli, Gubadly
and Zangilan were occupied. So, as a result of
Armenia’s ethnic cleansing
policy, 20 percent of
Azerbaijan’s territory was
occupied, 20.000 Azerbaijani citizens were killed and
over 1.200.000 were forced
to leave their native land
and hundreds of people
were captured and taken
hostages. Armenia committed genocide against
Azerbaijanis in Khojaly. On
February 26, 1992, a military
crime was committed by
killing 613 civilians in Kho-

jaly, including 106 women
and 63 children. The Khojaly genocide was officially
recognized by more than
20 countries.
For 30 years, Armenia
gross violation the Geneva
Convention, the Hague
Convention, the OSCE Helsinki Final Act, the UN General Assembly Declaration
of Human Rights, and
seven UN Security Council
resolutions and four resolutions on the conflict were
grossly violated and the
implementation of the
resolutions was ignored.
Unprecedented war crimes
have
been
committed
against the Turkish-Muslim
population in the region
over the past 100 years.
As Cojep Central Asia
Coordinator, we promote
Justice, Equality and Peace
in the world and in the
region. Our activity is
based on the norms and
principles of international
law.
JUSTICE, EQUALITY AND
PEACE TO THE WORLD!
Madina Ibrasheva, Deputy;
Chief of party, Partnership
for innovation, and association ARGO
Our organization, known
as the Civil Society Development
Association
ARGO is an independent,
locally registered nonprofit CSO, and the premier umbrella network in
Central Asia, with 2,000+
active member organiza13

tions and civic activists,
stretching across eight
countries
(Afghanistan,
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan,
Mongolia,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
and Uzbekistan). As the
secretariat of the Central
Asian Hub of the Innovation for Change (I4C/CA)
global initiative, ARGO has
an extended global infrastructure and contacts
bringing innovations and
combating the shrinking of
civic space to CSOs, activists, governments, and academia across the region.
We envision a world
where the civil, business,
and government sectors
work side-by-side for the
benefit of citizens, communities, and society. We
contribute to peaceful, just
and inclusive
society and, thus, help
reduce the tension and
risks, associated with the
regional and transboundary conflicts.
1.UN: conflicts and CSOs
Despite the global progress, intellectual development and peacekeeping
efforts the regional and
global conflicts continue to
aggravate in the modern
world. The coronavirus
pandemic situation currently worsens the overall
situation, by depriving conflict parties from opportunity to maintain peer-topeer consultation, negotiations and dialogue. We are

well aware that the conflicts tend to manifest in an
acute form at the regional
level of political, economic
and ideological contradictions within the country or
between countries. They
express
themselves
in
ideological confrontation,
economic sanctions, war
and armed conflicts, resulting in people’s death and
socio-economic destabilization. This is because of
the protracted nature of
conflicts, which include
several cycles of development. That is why their
resolution is very difficult
and gradual, often with the
participation of international organizations, such
as the UN and the OSCE.
The role of the civil sector
representatives should not
be diminished in the overall
conflict
resolution
approach as the CSOs can
and should bear crucial
peacekeeping responsibility in support of the governments dialogue efforts
and be complementary
whenever it is possible.
That said, I am pleased to
present on behalf of ARGO
the peacekeeping experience of the Central Asian
CSOs in national and
regional conflict zones.
Before getting to the point,
I would like to share with
you the UN vision of the
non-governmental organization, its duties and possible scope of work to be

engaged in conflict resolution. In 1994, the United
Nations Secretary-General
distinguished three main
areas, in which CSOs may
usefully complement the
United Nations in domains
of conflict preventive diplomacy, peacekeeping and
post-conflict rehabilitation.
In that sense, the CSOs
have several advantages of
being in the area before
the outbreak of the conflict
or the violence, being able
to react quickly. The CSOs
operation can also be seen
as a valuable warning
mechanism. According to
the UN observers “The
CSOs provide the international community with
both a window from which
they can observe and
monitor developments in
zones of conflict and a door
through which assistance
can be delivered to the
victims of conflicts.
2.Central Asian experience
In view of the above, the
Central Asian region is also
a scene of conflicts both of
regional and in-country
levels. The most horrible
one is the Civil War in
Tajikistan (1992-1997) that
lasted five years and took
away 100,000 people’s
lives; millions were forced
to immigrate to search for
peaceful life. The war made
the country step back for
several years in its socioeconomic development. I
won't talk about the roots
14

of the Civil War, but rather
draw your attention to the
role of women volunteers
and activists, which played
a decisive role in ending
the brutal war, they actually forced the warring
men to end military
clashes. What we have
heard from the Tajik
female colleagues, during
the war the women gathered together, cooked food
and fed the men from both
opposed sides with unobtrusive explanations on the
war implications for ordinary people; and urged
them to end the confrontation.
Another positive experience is with establishment
of the National Public
Council to serve the solution of important political
issues, associated with
ending the imposed war,
returning refugees to their
homeland, normalizing the
political situation in the
country
and
ensuring
national unity.
Over the 20 years of its
operation,
the
Public
Council provided a dialogue
between
state
authorities and civil society, political parties, public
associations,
nongovernmental
organizations, religious organizations, national and cultural
societies and activists to
help strengthen the foundations of national unity.
Today, it has become one

of the mechanisms for the
integration of civil society
and serves as a great analytical and consultative
school for improving the
government and CSOs
skills and knowledge.
Most of the civil society
organizations, within the
framework
of
these
domains,
systematically
participated in the process
of developing and amending regulatory legal acts,
holding referendums and
elections,
introducing
structural reforms and
other political and cultural
events. All in all, these
largely
contribute
to
strengthening the foundations of public administration, political stability; and
promote a culture of peace
and improvement of legislation. The authorities and
stakeholders
currently
underline the importance
of further strengthening
the role and capacity of
Public Council in line with
existing challenges and
new realities of the world.
People
have
endured
during the war years and
currently do it best to
maintain the peace and
promote stability and sustainable path of socioeconomic
development.
The National Public Council is instrumental for that.
“I constantly speak about
the terrible consequences
of extremism and terrorism, and now I emphasize

once again that these
modern
threats
have
caused the destruction of
many countries and the
death of hundreds of
thousands
of
people,
deprived millions of other
people of their homeland,
home and residence. The
fight against this threat is
not only the task of the
state and the Government; all political parties,
social movements, nongovernmental
associations and organizations
should be active in preventing
this
phenomenon”, Mr. Nurali Saidov,
Secretary, Coordinator of
the Public Council of the
Republic of Tajikistan.
ARGO with the frame of
the
USAID-supported
“Partnership for Innovations Program” builds close
cooperation
with
the
National Public Council
with some tangible results.
More information can be
found at the ARGO P4I
online
platform
(csocentral.asia).
On the disputed sections
of the Tajik-Kyrgyz state
border, conflicts regularly
arise between residents of
the border areas of the two
countries
over
roads,
access to water and land.
Often, clashes in the
Batken region of Kyrgyzstan take place with the
participation of border
guards and lead to the
death of people. The con15

flict scenario is most often
the same on a disputed
area of the territory. The
domestic dispute tends to
develop into a border conflict, in which the military
intervenes with the use of
weapons.
Every time there is a conflict, the residents of villagers are evacuated to bigger
cities. These are women
and children who, having
abandoned their homes,
flee their native village,
where their homes are
often destroyed, which
have been built for years by
the households. During the
conflicts women and children receive enormous
stress and psychological
trauma. Up to 4,500,000
residents are evacuated
during each conflict. All of
them need psychological
and
social
assistance,
which, unfortunately, is not
available in the zone of
conflict.
The women of Batken
region that live in border
communities
are
not
involved in peacebuilding
processes. All negotiations
and reconciliation processes are conducted by
men. This might be the
reason why the conflicts
are
not
diminishing
according to local citizens.
They refer to an enormous
potential of women, which
has to be employed to
build peace and security in
the region and within the

country.
In conflict situations, the
cases of discrimination
against rural women and
girls prevail, putting them
at high risk of becoming
victims of human rights
violations. The lack of
essential social and health
services for the population
in times of conflict places a
heavy burden on women
and girls. As citizens
describe their situation “...
the shooting and evacuation come unexpectedly
and women have to
endure suffering and pain
to save children and property. After returning from
evacuation, it is very difficult to tidy up the house,
renovate, put glass in
frames and just return to
usual life”.
To cope with this situation, local CSO initiated the
introduction of an Early
Alert
and
Conflict
Response System in the
villages of the conflict
prone,
Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan
border region. This is a
breakthrough
initiative,
and is being replicated to
other
border
conflict
regions of Kyrgyzstan. This
system offers a conflict
response mechanism of
cooperation and distribution
of
responsibilities
among local authorities,
residents and CSOs in the
conflict zones. Moreover,
thanks to the Partnership

to Innovations Program,
almost half of the women
have been empowered as
activists in peacebuilding
in
their
communities
through capacity building
training in conflict prevention, mediation skills, personal safety tactics, and
etc. This is the first time
when female activists have
been trained in mediation
and negotiations, previously only male community members have been
involved in negotiations.
Building upon P4I efforts,
today the early warning
and response system is
funded out of the local
administration
budget
(2,763 USD). This is the first
s u c c e s s f u l
government/civil
society
cooperation that enabled
an environment for public
participation for conflict
prevention in the country
as a result of longterm dialogue
with
the
national/local authorities.
“We hope the Kyrgyz
Action Plan for the Implementation of UN Security
Council Resolution 1325 on
the Role of Women in
Peace and Security will be
well implemented at the
local level, especially in
the border communities. It
is necessary, therefore, to
implement capacity building mentoring programs
for rural women; develop
the Early Alert and Conflict Response System
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together
with
local
authorities, so that the
rural population, especially women will become
ready to participate in its
implementation”,
CSO
“Insan-Leylek”, P4I grant
holder.
3. Conclusions
As discussed above, the
following conclusions and
recommendations could
be drawn to the attention
of seminar participants:
- the role of civil society
representatives is enormous and should be
further
researched
by
taking into consideration
the peculiarities of the conflict and the place, where it
originates;
- clear understanding by
the CSOs of their role in
conflict preventive diplomacy, peacekeeping and
post-conflict rehabilitation
is essential for reducing
the
tension;
providing
needing assistance to local
population in need both at
the national and grassroots
levels;
- the mechanism of preventive diplomacy with the
CSOs active participation
should be the subject of
close communication with
the national and local
authorities;
- there is a need for a dialogue platform among the
CSOs from conflict areas as
it is much easier to
exchange information and
find the solutions at the

civil society level and then
channel the proposals to
respective national governments for the sake of conflict resolution.
Hope, the presented
information would be of
interest and use for colleagues from other countries that currently experience tension in negotiations. We stand ready to
share the experience on the
topic as presented above
and open for cooperation if
the need would be.
Prof. Dr. Halil Bal, Istanbul
University, Faculty of Letters, History Department,
Istanbul Turkey :
The position of the peoples of Central Asia on the
resolution of the conflict in
the South Caucasus.
In 1991, the Soviet Union
ended, and new independent states emerged. This
process took place peacefully in many places except
the South Caucasus region.
When the parliament of
Nagorno-Karabakh
Autonomous Province in
Azerbaijan had decided to
unite with Armenia on February
20,
1988,
the
Azerbaijan-Armenia conflicts started. This conflict
gradually widened, and in
the winter of 1992 largescale clashes broke out
between
two
parties.
Although various organizations such as the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)

tried to end the conflict,
the attempts failed. In the
spring of 1993 and until
ceasefire in 1994, Armenian
forces occupied Azerbaijani territories in and
around
NagornoKarabakh.Dramatic events,
massacres were committed, thousands of civilians
were driven from their
homes. The expansionist
policy of the government
of the Republic of Armenia
deepened the conflicts
with Azerbaijan.
Later, the OSCE Minsk
Group was formed to
resolve
the
conflict
through peaceful negotiations on the basis of OSCE
principles. However, the
OSCE Mins Group was not
successful and the problem remained unsolved for
many years. Karabagh War
broke out between Azerbaijan and Armenia once
again in 27 September
2020.
According to the document signed by the President of the Republic of
Azerbaijan İlham Aliyev,
President of the Russian
Federation Vladimir Putin
and the Prime Minister of
the Republic of Armenia
Nikol
Pashinyan
on
November 10, 2020 after
the
successful
wars
between 27 September - 9
November 2020. Karabakh
and its surroundings were
completely liberated from
the occupatio.
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Expectations
from
Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan
and Tajikistan
These days, Azerbaijan is
fighting to save it’s a valuable part of homeland
from the unjust occupation of Armenia. Turkey
supports this struggle with
all the opportunities it has.
In Central Asia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and
Tajikistan should also be in
solidarity with Azerbaijan.
They should unconditionally support a fraternal
state.
This
historical
responsibility should be a
requirement. If they do not
support
Azerbaijan
by
avoiding these historical
responsibilities, they will
not find a brother or friend
who will support and help
them in such a problem
that may occur on their
own country in the future.
But we know that governments can be slow in
making decisions sometimes. So what can be
done to get them moving?
Non-governmental organizations in our country can
work together with nongovernmental
organizations in those countries.
Such as trade unions, religious organizations, think
tanks, non-profit foundations or associations, business organizations, professional organizations, political parties, industry asso-

ciations, youth associations… They are indispensable institutions of modern
democratic countries. The
main purpose of nongovernmental organizations is
to address social problems
independently,
inform,
enlighten and offer suggestions to the public.
In fact, Azerbaijani
people have endured injustices and massacres for
almost thirty years but
there was no other way
than war. Now all countries
of the world that believe in
human rights, law and justice in the Karabakh struggle should support Azerbaijan morally and materially. In that case, the conflict is resolved, peace and
security are established in
the region and the bloodshed of more innocent
people can be prevented.
It is possible to live
together in peace in this
world.
George
Tsobekhia,
Member
of
Georgian
Lawyer`s Association,
constitutionalist :
I want to begin my
speech with expressing
great respect to the sovereign republic of Azerbaijan
and its territorial integrity.
Separatism and occupation is a familiar issue for
me as it impacted my life
moderately. I myself come
from Abkhazia and for
regional researchers my
words can be absolutely

understandable. Modern
politics is a dynamic process and is not considered
as eclectic any more.
Dynamic situation has
gained so called the third
sector on the political
establishment and was
enrolled in the governmental circle. These social
organizations, in fact, has
become the most efficient
factors especially related to
conflicts. In the conflict or
the situations under escalation –only the governmental authorities are
responsible to prevent,
protect, analyze and function against trouble. Civil
sector appropriately creates platforms for negotiations in the process of
escalation. That makes it to
be the only mechanism of
communication for collaboration and conversation for both sides. Humanitarian support, hostage
exchange
issue,
peaceful ways to advocate
ideas and countless more
have become functions for
civil sector. The world that
stepped in the 21st century
has confessed the matters
mentioned above. As an
example we can recite
words said by Kofi Annan
on the General Assembly
meeting in 2000. ‘’ The
second point is that, while
governments do have to
work together to make
these changes possible,
governments alone are not
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going to be able to make
them happen. Much of the
heavy lifting will be done
by private investment, and
partnerships with philanthropic foundations will
also be very important.’’
Non-governmental sectors
definitely have important
advantages. For instance,
that is quite frequent dialogue among countries
that are restricted by international justice. Diplomatic
relationship is halted with
occupant and it is not
followed to be made up
throughout conflict is on.
On the other hand, civil
sector is completely distracted from any regulations and their areal of
actions expand. Each activity defines the fate of any
individuals. That`s why I
greet today`s conference
and appeal to all members:
to expand the actions of
individual
initiative
on
different platforms and
regulate conflict issues as
much as possible. We, ordinary people create the
nation and if it`s reasonable that two ethnical individuals can make peace
and settle the conflict
without others interference, therefore people are
able to regulate vast conflicts, keep unity. People
create country, moreover it
is not necessary to face
political problem harshly
while it can be excepted in
a usual way. I am grateful

for this opportunity, wish
you all success.
Daniyar Kasymov, political
c o m m e n t a t o r
(Kazakhstan) :
Everyone will run from
Armenia: the youth generation and the old one.
The latest events in the
South Caucasus region
show the complete failure
of the Armenian Republic.
It failed to emerge as a
full-fledged,
sovereign
state. Back in the early 90s,
the leaders of this unfortunate country claimed that
they would soon build
“heaven on earth”. However, this never happened.
Ordinary citizens have long
expected nothing from the
authorities, although the
presidents there changed
quite regularly. But it
became clear to ordinary
people that their country
could not expect any economic prosperity. And the
blame for the openly
fascist policy of the Armenian leaders. It is enough to
look at the map to make
sure that Armenia is completely isolated from the
rest of the world. She managed to quarrel with all her
neighbors and is now
clearing out the consequences of her aggressive
actions. Of course, in such
conditions there can be no
talk of any economic progress. The real number of
the republic has dropped
to 2 million. People of

different ages, especially
young people, abandon
everything and run abroad
in search of a better life. If it
were not for the idea of
"miatsum", the inhabitants
of Armenia could quite
tolerably live on the territory of Armenia itself, as
well as Azerbaijan and
Georgia. Go to Turkey to
work. There would be
peace. And no one would
mourn the thousands of
victims. Now the situation
in Armenia is close to disaster. Due to the hostilities,
the Armenian economy
suffered losses in the
amount of at least US $ 3
billion. And this is just the
beginning.
How
will
further events develop? I
am sure that Armenia not
only could not, but did not
particularly want to cling to
Nagorno-Karabakh.
The
fact is that for several years
Yerevan has been closely
following the situation in
the Middle East. A huge
number of refugees, especially from Syria, were able
to leave for the countries of
Western Europe and found
a good job there, receiving
benefits from the countries that accepted them.
Their example became
infectious for many residents of Armenia and they
decided to follow it. But
this requires a war! And,
apparently, there were
some forces in Armenia
who decided to create a
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theatrical
performance
called “the next Armenian
genocide”. This is supported by the following. 1.
An openly pro-Western
politician, an obvious protégé of George Soros, a halfeducated journalist Nikol
Pashinyan, came to power
in Yerevan. 2. The new
prime minister managed
very quickly to spoil relations with Russia, whose
military guards the borders
of Armenia. 3. Nikol Pashinyan himself provoked Azerbaijan to retaliate by shelling Azerbaijani territory in
the summer of 2020, as
well as loudly declaring

"Karabakh
is
Armenia,
period!" All these actions
look like a plan of some
madman to realize the outright suicide of the Armenian statehood in the
South Caucasus. However,
if we look closely at the
well-known facts, we will
see in this the implementation of a well-thoughtout program for the exodus
of Armenians from the
region. What will happen
next?After a 44-day war
over
NagornoKarabakh,
Armenia will plunge into
the abyss of political and
economic collapse. Default
is not excluded either. The

outflow of the population
will increase significantly.
Both old and young will
flee from Armenia. Of
course, not everyone will
get to France, but many
will be quite satisfied with
the Krasnodar Territory in
Russia. Of course, this process can drag on for many
years, but ultimately, the
lands of the former Iravan
Khanate, the vicinity of
Lake Goycha, Zangezur
and other native Turkic
lands will return to Azerbaijan. As a political observer, I
am absolutely convinced of
this.
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COJEP INTERNATIONAL
REPORT ON VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
THE FUTURE OF YOUTH- AN ACTION OF ASIAN CIVIL SOCIETY
DATE: 26TH NOVEMBER, 2020; 5.00 PM

The Cojep International of Asia Region arranged a virtual conference ‘The Future of YouthAn Action of Asian Civil Society’ on 26th November, 2020. The conference was presided by Mr.
Ali Gedikoglu, President of Cojep International and Chaired by Mr. Tashrif H Chowdhury,
Coordinator, Asia Region of Cojep. Mr. Humayun Kabir Polash, Project Coordinator,
Cojep Asia acted as a moderator of this
webinar. Illustrious civil societies from
different countries of Asia and officials
of Cojep International were the participants of this conference.

>>>
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Participants List:

DATE: 26TH NOVEMBER, 2020

Number
1
2
3
4

Name of Participants
Mr. Ali Gedikoglu
Ms. Sati Arik
Mr. Tashrif H Chowdhury
Mr. M A Asif Khan

5
6
7
8
9
10

Dr. Bijal Zaveri
Mr. Zabihullah Shirzad
Ms. Melanie Joy Feranil
Mr. Hirishegan Karuneswaran
Mr. Faldean Bean
Dr. Zakaria Bin Mohd Zain

11
12

Mr. Mahammad Zubayer Madani
Mr. Humayun Kabir Polash

Designation
President, Cojep
General Coordinator, Cojep
Coordinator, Cojep, Asia Region
LCG Consultant, Ministry of Finance,
Bangladesh
Dean, FMS, Parul University, India
Author & Journalist, Afghanistan
Executive Director, YACAP, Philippines
CEO, Verify Network PVT Ltd. Sri Lanka
Lecturer, Nuswantoro University, Indonesia
Assistant professor, International Islamic
University, Malaysia
Project Manager, Youth Hub, Pakistan
Project Coordinator, Cojep Asia

Discussion Highlights:
* In his opening remarks,
Mr. Ali Gedikoglu, President, Cojep International,
mentioned that the Cojep
is trying to draw attention
to the injustice with the
peoples of the world and to
develop a position against
injustices by creating a
mind, a program and
visions of the future
together. He noted that a
perception of the world
has been tried to be created by ignoring Asia and
thereby an injustice was
made by erasing the contributions of the civilizations established in Asia to
the
development
of
humanity. He said that the
Asian Youth have many
roles in the period when
Asia is on the world stage
in the 21st century. Mr.
Gedikoglu
underscored
the necessity of making

the world more just and
equitable. He requested all
the participants to continue the cooperation and
build up partnership on
the basis of freedom for all
and cited that the youth
partners from different
countries can write in the
Cojep Diplomatic Newsletter. Finally he
called on to participate in
the first Civil Solidarity
Forum to be held in Dhaka,
Bangladesh in 2021 and to
develop together new projects at UNESCO, Paris and
United Nations, Geneva.
* In the welcome speech
of the conference, Mr.
Tashrif H Chowdhury, Coordinator, Cojep, Asia Region,
cited that the Cojep works
with human rights, democracy,
fighting
against
racism and discrimination,
intercultural
dialogue,

living together of the citizenship and the other
kinds of areas which are
interested in the society.
He mentioned that Asia is
the most youthful region in
the world- with over 1.1
billion people aged fewer
than 30. There are plenty of
options to work with Asian
Youth to support in education, soft skills development and youth empowerment. Young people are
the agents of change and
driver of the social progress. He opined that provided with the necessary
skills and opportunities
needed to reach their
potential, young people
can be a driving force for
supporting development
and contributing to peace
and security.

>>>
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* Dr. Zakaria Bin Mohd
Zain, Assistant professor,
International Islamic University, Malaysia, mentioned that Asian youth are
facing the potential for
technology and placing a
high value on skills development. This suggests a
healthy approach among
Asian youths to having a
‘growth
mindset’
and
keeping skills constantly
updated in the face of
technological
changes
reflected in attitudes to
jobs. Young people show a
strong
preference
for
entrepreneurial
settings
and competency in soft
skills. Making comments
on Asia Youth’s role in the
development
Mr.
Zain
noted that with the current
pandemic and new norms,
Asian youth need to
develop their ecommerce
platform skills to empower
their job and business and
become
the
entrepreneurs.
* Ms. Melanie Joy Feranil,
Executive Director, YACAP,
Philippines, cited that the
youth are asserting their
democratic rights, agitated
towards clasping social
change; recognizing the
systems of oppression: colonialism, imperialism, monopoly and bureaucratic
capitalism, feudalism and
patriarchy. She opined that
the role of youth should be
realized, protagonized and
celebrated as heroism.

* Mr. Zabihullah Shirzad,
Distinguished author &
journalist from Afghanistan, focused his discussion on the disaster of
Afghan Youths. He mentioned that the Afghan
Youths are suffering from
almost forty years of war
and because of that they
remain in far backward. He
seeks cooperation of global
communities to back the
disastrous Afghan youth to
make their future bright.
* Mr. Mahammad Zubayer
Madani, Project Manager,
Youth Hub, Pakistan, noted
as the world is grappled
with the unpredicted challenges posed by the pandemic, it’s a fact that the
young people are the most
effected humans in terms
of
socio-economic
impacts.
Nevertheless,
they are making contribution in making active
response
against
the
global pandemic.
* Mr. M. A. Asif Khan, LCG
Consultant,
Economic
Relations Division, Ministry
of Finance, Bangladesh,
highlighted the status of
the youth development in
Bangladesh. He noted that
being the most energetic,
creative,
dynamic
and
innovative segment of the
labour force, promotion of
youth empowerment is
critically important for
developing countries in
Asia. Mr. Khan expressed
that Sustained economic

progress can be achieved
by utilizing the potentials
of youth force by imparting
training on vocational and
technological
skills
to
them. Depicting the plight
of the unemployed youth
in developing countries in
Asia he cited that the
unemployed youths are
handicapped with poverty,
lack of skills and adequate
training. As a result most of
them remain outside the
mainstream of development paradigm. Bangladesh
government
has
been
implementing
a
number of skill training
and credit programmes to
make the youths for selfemployment. The NGOs
are ensuring proactive
involvement of the youth
in the development process by implementing a
number of programmes
for organizing the youth,
motivating them, improving their education and
skills,
providing
micro
credit and other facilities to
solve
unemployment.
Finally he requested all the
participants to raise their
voice for taking global
initiative to continue the
discourse in this platform
for developing youth skills
and employment.
* Mr. Hirishegan Karuneswaran, CEO, Verify Network PVT Ltd. Sri Lanka
highlighted the current
world’s youth generation’s
passion for entrepreneur23

ship and initiating innovative productive start-up. He
mentioned that Sri Lankan
government and NGOs are
providing
support
intensely promoting for
social entrepreneurship as
well as eco-friendly business start-up. With an aim
to reduce unemployment
he put his emphasis on
taking high scale measures
for supporting youths to
enhance digital and technology based entrepreneurship.
* Dr. Professor Bijal Zaveri,
Dean, FMS, Parul University, India, emphasized that
the priorities and concerns
of Asia’s young population
is essential for policy
makers in order to build
the brightest future of
them and to unlock the

potential of the region’s
demographic
dividend.
Asian youth value soft skills
like emotional quotient,
resilience and adaptability
more highly than hard core
skills of STEM science,
engineering maths and
technology. She urged that
it is required to increase
investment in human capital development, analytical
and critical thinking, usage
of social media understanding and involve more
community based learning
to develop wider knowledge values and attributes
that will enable them to
engage positively with
their peers and society and
be prepared for corporate
life so prepare themselves
competent inside and outside of the workplace.

* Mr. Faldean Bean, Lecturer, Nuswantoro University, Indonesia, in his
remarks delineated the
youth status in Indonesia
and came up with recommendations
for
youth
development. He stressed
that in Indonesia, the
increasing unemployment,
health problem and illegal
drugs are making a hurdle
for enhancing the youth
education and skills. In
order to put effective solutions he emphasized on
rolling on Free health service for youths, improving
the quality of human
resources,
continued
improvement of the education system and providing counseling for using
social media and internet
wisely.
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THE STAKES OF THE WAR
IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
AND
THE INVOLVEMENT OF FOREIGN ARMED FORCES

2020
Georges KALONJI
President Cojep Africa
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The Democratic
Republic of Congo,

a large country in the
heart of the African continent after Algeria, with
more or less 80 million
inhabitants, second in
Africa in terms of area
2,345,409 km ² and these
many natural riches in its
subsoil, it shares borders
with a length of 9,165 km2
with its nine (9) neighboring countries in particular
(Rwanda, Uganda, Burundi, Tanzania, South
Sudan, Central African
Republic, Zambia, Angolans and the Republic of
Congo). It is currently
facing several realities, on
the one hand the war with
variable symmetry in its
eastern part and on the
other hand the economic
and socio-political crisis
which shakes it, a paradox.
What should she do to
remedy all these situations?
Before understanding the
real issues of this war of
variable symmetry, I would
like to get an historical
overview of the conflict.
Historical overview and
the real motivation of the
war in eastern DRC It has
been 26 years since the
eastern part of the DRC
has experienced recurring
instability,
caused
by
numerous wars, either
conspiring from outside
the country or from inside
by people instrumental-

ised defending their mercantilist interests, all this
to the detriment of the
population.
◆ In 1994, Rwandan President ABYARIMANA of the
majority Hutu ethnicity of
the country was assassinated and there followed a
genocide by the Hutus
ethnic group against the
Tutsi ethnic group, in the
same year, it was a Tutsi
who
took
power
in
Rwanda, which pushes the
Hutus to flee massively
their
country:
men,
women and children as
well as soldiers of the
former regime of the
assassinated
Rwandan
President, currently called
the FDLR and the INTERAMWA militia are refugees
in Congo. That in order to
prevent
them
from
slaughtering in Rwanda
following the genocide,
the United Nations asking
the Congolese government to open a humanitarian corridor in order to
receive all Hutu refugees.
While in Rwanda the new
power
establishes
an
exclusion
regime
and
hunts witches at least
more 1,252,800 refused
Rwandans
Hutus
are
found on Congolese soil;
◆ In 1996 a war broke out
in eastern DRC, led by a
former revolutionary and
communist
maquisard
friend of CHE GEUVARA in
the name of Laurent

Désiré KABILA, supported
by the KAGAME and MUSEVENU with their armed
forces the Rwandan Patriotic Front (FPR) and Ugandan armed force, which
the latter comes with the
nationalist discourse, on
the other hand its allies
come with the ambition to
pursue the former Rwandan soldiers who are on its
soil, but also the protection of the Tutsis living in
Congo currently called
BANIYAMURENGE, who by
the made of various
ethnico-tribal conflicts in
their country of origin
came to settle in the DRC
for some before the independence of the Congo
and for others after independence.
◆ In the same period, after
several battles and conquests, the towns and
localities fell one after the
other, on May 17, 1997 Laurent
Desired
KABILA
chased
President
MOBUTU who had reigned
for 32 years in power and
under the blessing of the
Rwandan army and Ugandan her allies. The unfortunate observation is that, a
few months later after
taking power, he will realize that his allies had
another hidden agenda
which is justified by their
behavior and actions. For
him, they became more
and more unbearable and
worrying, starting from
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the acts they committed
on the ground against the
Congolese, but also the
atrocities
committed
against the Hutus who
were refugees in the
Congo, because most of
them were either arrested.
either killed, or even their
dependent women and
children have been massacred.
◆ This situation will create
an outcry on an international
level,
especially
since the international
community
had
demanded
from
the
United Nations (UN) to
open an investigation into
these macabre massacres.
◆ Pointed out, President
Kabila refusing to shoulder
this heavy responsibility
alone, accuses his allies of
yesterday as co-authors of
these massacres. It is a
crisis which arose between
them and pushes Laurent
Désiré KABILA to break off
his relations and military
cooperation
concluded
with his allies, he will
immediately force them to
return to their respective
countries unconditionally.
◆ This decision was
frowned upon by them,
despite this, they were
forced to return. Curiously,
after their forced departure in July 1998, August 2,
1998, it is the 2nd war
which is always started in
the East of the country
with the name: the war of

liberation. Two weeks after
the outbreak of this war, it
is a rebel movement called
“Rassemblement congolais pour la democratie”
(RCD) at the head of a
former
employee
of
UNESCO on behalf of Professor ZAHIDI NGOMA. A
few months later, it is a
Tutsi
who
definitively
takes the direction of this
rebellion, which leads to
believe that it all started in
Rwanda.
◆ A few weeks later,
another rebellion arose in
the west of the country
from where a son of a
businessman and former
dignitary of the MOBUTU
regime at its head, named
Mouvement de liberation
pour le Congo (MLC) with
as leader Mr. Jean Pierre
BEMBA GOMBO, which
leads to believe that it is
UGANDA which is behind
this movement. In their
turn these rebel movements will also create
other small rebel movements among others RDC
/ KML, RDC / N etc.
◆ In view of this involvement and the support of
the armed forces of
Rwanda, UOGANDA and
BURUNDI to these rebel
movements,
President
KABILA will decide to also
call on other new allies
which are ZIMBABWE, NAMIBIA,
TCHAD
and
ANGOLA for military support. In this, the crisis will

cease to be only an internal crisis, but also a
regional crisis, even a
global one, because several actors of international
life intervened.
◆ To put a definitive end to
this war and given its gravity, the international and
regional
organizations
(UN, AU, SADC and others)
forced the belligerents to
dialogue and sign a cessation of hostilities agreement. As a result, the UN
Security Council adopted
resolutions 1234 and 1258
of April 9, 1999, considering
that the conflict in the
Democratic Republic of
Congo constitutes a threat
to peace, security and stability in the Great Lakes
region. and calls for the
immediate signing of a
ceasefire agreement and
it supports Articles 36 and
52 of the UN Charter
◆ On July 10, 1999, a framework agreement for the
cessation of hostilities has
been put in place, which
was signed in LUSAKA,
Zambia by the heads of
state of the 10 countries
involved in the conflict
(DRC, Zimbabwe, Namibia,
Angola,
Rwanda
and
Uganda) and on August 1,
1999 the Congo liberation
movement and on August
31 it was the Rassemblement pour la democratie
(RCD), the movements
supported by the armies of
Rwanda and Uganda.
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During the signing of this
agreement he had witnesses like: Zambia, the
UN, the OAU, the SADC.
MONIC Mandate and Application of the Lusaka
Accord. November 2000
◆ I note that during this
period the war had already
caused more or less 4 million deaths, according to
the various reports of
national and international
i n v e s t i g a t o r s .
En.wikipedia.org
◆ January 16, 2001 Laurent
KABILA has been assassinated in his office by
people unknown until
now, his son Joseph
KABILA take power comes
with a speech diametrically opposed to his father,
because he approaches
the aggressor States and
the rebel movements to
put a definitive end to this
crisis. Needless to say that
his father had declared
aloud that the war had to
return to where it had
started, that is to say the
end
in
Rwanda
and
Uganda.
◆ On April 19, 2002,
another agreement was
signed in Pretoria in South
Africa with all the belligerents, opening the way to a
3-year transition with the
main goals contained in
this agreement: reunification, pacification, reconstruction of the country,
the restoration of territorial integrity, the reestab-

lishment of the authority
of the State over the whole
national territory, national
reconciliation etc. Beyond
all that a magic formula
was found by the Congolese under pressure from
the international community, that of having 4 vice
Presidents and a President
of the Republic, the
formula commonly called 1
+ 4, follows this agreement
of SUN CITY , provides for
the organization of elections at all levels: Presidential, Legislative, Provincial,
local, senatorial elections.
◆ In 2006, the First Presidential, Legislative, Provincial and Senatorial elections were organized with
the financial, material and
logistical support of the
international community,
which generally is represented by the great
powers (USA, GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, GERMANY)
this which is absurd to
hear that from this angle,
for the simple season
often these States create
conflicts in Africa and
maintain them, to end it
they guarantee to find
solutions
(masters
to
think), that is to say they
play a dual role of both
arsonists and firefighters.
After the elections, Joseph
Kabila is proclaimed President of the Republic by
the Independent National
Electoral
Commission
(CENI) is confirmed by the

Supreme Court of Justice.
◆ A few months later after
his swearing in and the
installation of all the institutions of the Republic, a
mutiny broke out again in
the east of the DRC at the
head of a former soldier of
the Rassemblement congolais pour la Démocratie
(RCD) of Rwandan origin
and Tutsi ethnicity named
KUNDA BATARE, but with
his new rebellion he creates
the
CNDP
and
declares out loud that he
has taken up arms to protect the Tutsi minority
residing in Congo. But the
latter will be under pressure from the various African heads of state, they
will also ask Rwanda to
cease all military support
for this movement. After
the pressure, this mutiny
will end, and the latter will
take refuge in Rwanda.
◆ In 2009, yet another
mutiny broke out in the
east of the Republic with
another excombatant of
the same RCD party, still of
Rwandophone
(Tutsi)
origin Bosco TANGANDA
who always comes to him
with the same speech,
that of the protection of
Tutsi minorities in Congo.
After several months of
pressure, the latter will
also be forced to flee to
Rwanda, but following a
dissension
within
his
movement, his party the
CNDP that he had created,
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on March 23, 2009 this
movement will sign an
agreement with the Congolese government. for
the cessation of hostilities
and the integration of
these fighting forces into
the army, but also those
granted positions in the
institutions of the Republic. As no one wanted this
agreement to bring peace
to eastern Congo, the
opposite was found that a
few months later.
◆ The reason for this
mutiny is that the Congolese government had not
respected certain commitments made on March 23,
2009 between itself the
rebel movement, this situation will cause a violent
war, the death and displacement of many Congolese (men, women and
children) who would leave
their natural environment
for other places, this will
create a remarkable instability in this part of eastern
DRC or even in the whole
region of the great lakes.
May this conflict, which
has reached a continental
dimension, arouse the
reaction of the international community.
◆ Considering that already
on February 24, 2000 the
UN Security Council had
adopted resolution 1291
creating a peacekeeping
mission called MONUC
and on May 4, 2000 a
headquarters agreement

was signed between the
Congolese
government
and the United Nations.
The main goal was to set
up an interposition and
peacekeeping force in
Congo with the main mission: to maintain peace in
the region of the great
lakes and to protect the
Congolese civilian population against attacks by belligerents, which may have
a considerable workforce.
◆ That to date this mission
has at least 20,000,000
men and women peacekeepers
reinforced
by
another brigade of 3,000
men on the ground with
an impressive military
arsenal, but very unfortunately, it is unable to
accomplish its mission on
the ground in considering
its limited mandate. This is
also justified by the fact
that there are different
rebel movements which
do not have modern military equipment as theirs,
but the situation is the
same. Why is there no
deterrence? Is this a complicity of the international
community? Who maintains the conflicts in
Congo? Why the systematic looting of the wealth
of the basement is done in
front of the UN forces
without any reaction, why
killings of women and children are carried out in
broad daylight without UN
intervention? What are we

looking for in eastern
Congo, is it balkanization?
◆ The finding is unfortunate,
many
analysts
always approach in the
same
direction,
with
regard to what is happening under the silence of
the international community. It suffices to see from
1996 until 2020 the DRC
has known at least 13 official wars without counting
other armed groups which
swarm all day long which
group have come from
neighboring countries or
from the interior and if not
all but the almost all
always start in the East of
the country, it is necessary
to ask why always the
Eastern part?
◆ That starting from all
these questions, it is necessary to show that the
answer on the war in the
East leaves no doubt,
because having several
ramifications taking into
account its persistence
and its nature but also its
character to variable symmetry with its two endogenous and exogenous
causes.
◆ Let us not forget that
the
economic,
demographic, political and cultural issues are the real
motivations. Do not say
that the causes generate
the consequences either
positive or negative. Are
we to say that those
responsible are the Con29

golese leaders who are
incapable of asserting
themselves on the international stage to assert their
rights? Are they accomplices? Does the international community pay dividends?
◆ Let's analyze each point
to understand the stakes
of the war.
◆ Economic issues : as is
known to all that the eastern Democratic Republic
of Congo has lived at the
pace for more than twenty
years, the part which
brings together four large
provinces, some already
dismembered
without
counting
the
great
katanga, are full of thirty
exploitable mineral substances better known to
the rarest (nobium, uranium, colombo-tantalite)
etc…These immense inexhaustible
riches
(geological
scandal),
attract the coveted of certain industrialized States
and international firms. As
a reminder, the uranium
used in the manufacture
of the atomic bomb that
the
Americans
had
dropped
in
Hiroshima
(Japan) came from the
Congo to the shinkorobwe
mines in the province of
Katanga. That currently,
colombotantalite (coltan)
which has become a strategic mineral since the
explosion of the mobile
phone, of which tantalum

is one of the irreplaceable
components. Which suggests that all the ingredients for a multidimensional conflict are there.
◆ On the basis of this, it is
fair to say that the greed of
neighboring states and
the instrumentalization of
certain
multinationals
tawards nationals means
that
most
wars
are
financed and maintained
by them, with the aim of
exploit mines illegally by
evading tax payments.
Thus, by way of illustration,
the
involvement
of
Rwanda and Uganda in
the exploitation of Kivu
and the systematic looting
in these areas whose
tribes crossed the Ugandan and Rwandan borders
have existed since the first
Congo war. Subsequently,
the military-political complex was organized to
derive the maximum benefit from the exploitation
of
natural
resources.
Rwanda has developed a
sophisticated system of
levying taxes on imported
products
through
the
Congo office, whose revenues would cover 8% of
the expenses of the Rwandan
Patriotic
Army.
Uganda similarly organized the exploitation of the
occupied area.
www.of pra.gouv.f r/site/d
efault/files/atoms.files/lig
nes_directrices_europeen
ne s.pdg

◆ The rebel movements
benefit from the military
equipment necessary for
the destabilization of the
Democratic Republic of
Congo and exploited the
wealth in peace. Many
reports
and
nongovernmental
organizations conclude by saying
that the eastern states of
the DRC play a leading role
in the instability and the
accomplishment of this
Machiavellian
mission.
Mapping report.
www.hrw.org
◆ In addition to this report,
a documentary was even
made by a European
television, where we talk
about the coltan of blood
in the Congo, this precious
material which is used in
the manufacture of cellular
devices,
computer
parts, in aeronautics and
other technological tools,
attracts several Belgian,
French, British and other
European states firms. So
these states and firms
prefer to illegally exploit
these mineral resources to
escape the taxes that the
Congolese state should
benefit from. It's sad and
regrettable to see this,
because they play hypocrisy.
◆ What strategy for weakening indigenous populations to properly exploit
the mines? Several strategies
and
mechanisms
were put in place by nega30

tive forces to weaken the
population and prevent
them from seeing an
awakening of consciousness. There are either killings by mutilation of
bodies,
slaughtering,
ethnic cleansing etc ...
They take advantage of
this practice to exploit its
wealth
with
complete
impunity.
◆ Besides that the main
actors of this war know
well that, the Democratic
Republic of Congo occupies geostrategic place, in
Africa by the fact that it is
surrounded not only by
nine
(9)
neighboring
States, but it is in the heart
of Africa , which gives it
the role of center of the
impetus for the take-off
and the development of all
Africa.
◆ In demographic games,
this situation linked much
more to the problem of
the occupied territorial
space of certain ethnic
groups existing in eastern
Congo and in neighboring
countries. It is true that
these states are currently
small in terms of geographic space, but with a
growing and galloping
population, spaces are
becoming smaller and
smaller, which does not
allow people who had to
leave, for multiple reasons
to return to their lands of
origin, then, they must at
all costs make an effort to

impose themselves and
settle permanently on the
lands they occupy, especially since there is good
pasture and fertile land for
raising cattle and cultivating fields in the eastern
part of the DRC.
◆ In addition, another
problem that generates a
lot of ink and saliva is the
problem of the Rwandophone population (Tutsis)
who live in Congo, commonly called BANYAMULENGE. Historically speaking,
Rwandan
Tutsis
arrived in Congo for some
before the pre-colonial
period and others after
1960. That the first wave
that arrived before independence. The story goes
back to the end of the 17th
century, well before the
arrival of the Belgian colonizers. Groups of Tutsi
herders, eager to find new
land, then settled in South
Kivu, in Mwenga territory,
where local chiefs granted
them the use of pasture.
www.jeuneafrique.com
23 August 2004
◆ Everything leads us to
believe, according to our
understanding, that the
Tutsi population presents
no danger, even less a
threat to the Congo, but
following numerous wars
in the territories they
occupy, some of them
have been exploited by the
power of their State of
origin, in order to claim a

right that does not exist,
that is to say that they
were recognized as Congolese nationality collectively, they believe they are
in the minority. This is a
pretext insofar as Congolese law is clear, it does not
grant collective nationality, however the acquisition of this nationality is
individual. This law says: is
Congolese any person
whose parents and great
parents who lived in
Congo before 1960. Therefore what came before
independence, ex officio
have Congolese nationality.
◆ Cultural issues: it is
more of a problem of
cohabitation between the
natives and the Rwandophone ethnic group. Culturally speaking it is a false
problem
because,
the
Democratic Republic of
Congo has at least 450
ethnic groups, which live
cohabitation including the
BANYAMURENGE
no
ethnic group is majority in
Congo. Rwandans and
Ugandans under cover of
this ethnic group cannot
address this problem to
the international community, from this angle,
although there were the
unfortunate events that
we all deplore the genocide of the Tutsis in
Rwanda by the Hutus. this
community considers that
it is a minority and that it
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deserves the special attention of the international
community but also its
protection and the obtaining of a special status
wherever it is located.
◆ But the international
community, this is a valid
reason for the genocide in
Rwanda, wherever they
are benefit from special
protection, paradoxically
the only place where it
considers insecure and
threatened is in the DRC.
And that it absolutely
must be in special protection. As for those, we must
provide them with arms
and ammunition so that
they can take care of
themselves, if at least the
Congolese government is
unable to do so.

The political problem:

As we all know, most African leaders are the emanation of their godfathers,
placed in power for the
need of the cause. As the
saying goes: in politics
there are not gifts but
rather interest, there is
nothing for nothing. A serious government has for
mission to work for the
well-being of its population and must rationally
manage the public thing
"RES publica", for the
well-being of all. Unfortunately, most of our African
leaders are unable to
assume their responsibility for the simple reason,
they receive injunctions

from their sponsors. Lack
of exemplary sheep leaders means that they
cannot apply good government policy towards
their respective people
and social distribution.
◆ In the DRC it is even
more serious insofar as
there is no adequate
policy on the defense of
the national territory, lack
of political will of the leaders, they prefer to satisfy
their sponsors and bail out
their own pockets is this
slows down and prevents
development. of the country, it is a major problem to
be solved by whatever
means necessary to get
the DRC out of this straitjacket, because its survival
depends on the good
policy that its leaders will
apply.
◆ In view of the foregoing,
what should we keep from
this conflict and what are
the solutions to bring to it
by international institutions (the UN, European
Union,
African
Union,
other regional and subregional institutions in
order to put a definitive
end to this conflict? war
which has counted so far
more than 5 million civilian population?
◆ What is the contribution
of Cojep international in
the consolidation of peace
in the East of the Democratic Republic of Congo
and in the region of the

great lakes, which region
includes Rwanda, Uganda,
Burundi, Tanzania etc…?
◆ What we must remember from the armed conflict in the east of the
Democratic Republic of
the Congo in terms of
human life. This conflict
has caused many civilian
casualties from the beginning to this day, where we
have women who have
been buried alive in
Mwenga territory in South
Kivu, others raped and
mutilated. Some minor
children instead of going
to school are forcibly
recruited
into
armed
groups.
www.voaafrique.com
◆ On the economic level,
the illegal exploitation of
minerals from the Congo
by the armed forces and
the
rebel
movements
involved in this conflict but
also by multinationals.
◆ Geographically, the
expansionist
idea
to
extend the hegemony of
the Tutsi over a large part
of the Congolese area.
◆ On the cultural level,
refusal to cohabit without
accepting the cultural
values of others.
◆ On the political level,
there is a lack of exemplary leadership, because
most of the leaders who
are at the head of the
country are not democratically elected, even if
the elections are organ32

ized, they are often not
democratic.
◆ There are only solutions
to be found: on the one
hand, the serious crimes
documented in the mapping report can no longer
be ignored. The report
demands
a
serious
response from the UN and
its member states, including the Congolese government and other African
governments
whose
armed forces have participated in the atrocities, so
far such has been sorely
lacking and others. The UN
Security Council, as the
main UN body responsible
for threats to international
security and peace, should
formally discuss the report
and insist that all countries
whose nationals have participated in the crimes aid
efforts to deliver justice.
www.hrw.org
◆ That also pan-African
organizations are called to
consolidate their efforts in
order to invest in the
search for peace by lobbying with war financiers to
invest in the development
sectors.
What is Cojep International's contribution to
the consolidation of
peace in the East of the
Democratic Republic of
Congo and in the countries of the great lakes?
◆ We must know that the
military conflict in the DRC
lasted at least 20 years, is it

always starts either in
Rwanda or in Uganda, this
situation has created a
certain animosity among
the Congolese population,
that is to say a certain
hatred
and
mistrust
towards the Rwandan and
Ugandan authorities, but
also towards the Tutsi
population living in Congo.
- So, it will be important
that in view of these objectives and vision pursued
by Cojep International as a
civil society organization
and better established on
the international level to
invest personally in the
search for peace by lobbying wellknown war sponsors, decision-makers and
financiers in order to get
them to understand that it
is time to end the war on
the one hand and on the
other to advocate with
international institutions
so that the crimes committed in Congo do not go
unpunished;
- That international Cojep
must accompany regional,
national and local initiatives of the organizations
of the society which work
in the search for lasting
peace between the Congolese peoples and the
Rwandan, Burundian and
Ugandan peoples within
the framework of living
together.
◆ The Cojep international
will
contribute
enormously in the resolution of

conflicts and can bring
stability and development
in the Democratic Republic of Congo, because it
alone can give the impetus to other entities to
develop easily.
◆ That the effective
mechanisms that will be
put in place will make it
possible to eradicate the
causes
that
generate
these repeated conflicts.
◆ Here are some in the
short term, medium and
long term for example:
- Organize fraternal meetings in eastern Congo
around a cultural or social
event between people
with a view to approaching them and transmitting
to them a message of
peace, love and unity;
- Create a framework for
reflection in the form of a
palaver tree between the
indigenous
population
and immigrants, in order
to discuss the cultural,
social and other values
that Africans must preserve;
- Organize friendly meetings and exchange of
ideas between the populations
of
neighboring
States and elsewhere, on
the values of democracy,
culture, unity, love of fraternity in the African way
in order to consolidate
African unity.
- We must banish mistrust
between
populations
sharing the same borders.
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It is a field work which
must be done by all the
members, by Cojep, by
associating other organizations of the civil society
and public institutions.
Hence the need to set up
as soon as possible in
these States if not on the
whole African continent
Cojep
International
to
facilitate the work on the
ground.
- Organize debates conferences, sensitizations and
socio-cultural activities in
academia, politicians and
other men who are instrumentalized from outside,
in order to bring them to
understand that the survival of the Congo and
Africa depends on it. Our
determination and commitment will breathe new
life into humanity.

Photo of the Congolese army

President Cojep Africa
Georges KALONJI

Displacement of the population fleeing the combat

Burial by the
red cross of the
massacres in
eastern Congo
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Congolese soldier Ugandan army soldiers

Raped women and girls went to panzi
hospital for treatment, some of them
contracted HIV during the rape

Huts burned by rebels

Massacre of men and women Massacre of the civilian
in eastern Congo population during the war
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